FOURTH QUARTER 2021 MARKET COMMENTARY

2021 was a transitional year for the stock market
The top-down pandemic policies that prevented a
prolonged recession were extended into last year
helping to lift stock prices for another double-digit
annual return. Consumers spent freely, helping to
boost company earnings; more money flowed into
the stock market from Americans flush with
savings; and the economy grew at its fastest pace
since 1984.
2021 INDEX PERFORMANCE

However, there were signs in the fourth quarter
that the stock market was becoming exhausted.
Participation in the rally faded through the end of
the year as economic reality, in the form of
inflation, started to set in. This underlying
weakness would prove to be a leading indicator
for the volatility and selling we have seen so far in
January. Looking ahead we anticipate more
turbulence this first quarter of 2022 as investors
position for inflation and rising interest rates.
Looking even further ahead we remain optimistic

about the ability of domestic stocks to outperform
most everything else. Now that free, zero- rate
money and lavish stimulus spending are off the
table, we believe the fundamentals of America’s
public companies should and will earn the
continued support of diligent investors.

2021’s Front-Loaded Returns
A full economic recovery from the pandemic
never arrived but government fiscal and
monetary conditions proved conducive to rising
stock prices. In March Congress passed and the
President signed a third covid relief package that
injected another $2 trillion directly into the
economy. Coming a year after the lockdowns this
$2 trillion was in addition to the $4.5trillion
already deployed to help the country weather the
pandemic. Direct payments and generous federal
unemployment benefits helped to fuel the boom
in speculation in unproven young companies and
in ailing companies hyped up by internet message
boards. These trades collapsed in the first quarter
and tumbled down the rest of the year.
Adding to the problem of too much money
sloshing around the economy were the Federal
Reserve's emergency policies of zero interest
rates and monthly bond buying. These were
launched in 2020 to fight slowing growth and,
though they quickly proved successful, will not
end until March. Allowing them to continue in the
face of real growth and a bull market has
distorting effects for the economy and stock
market. For the economy, the money supply has
grown exponentially. Inflation being too much
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money chasing too few goods means that the Fed
has only made the problem of rising prices
(already spiraling out of control thanks to supply
chain disruptions) even worse. For the stock market,
the Fed's $120 billion a month of bond purchases has
the effect of holding down bond yields and forcing
investors desperate for that yield into the stock
market, contributing to the large company index's
amplified returns.

And because these large companies dominate the
headline indexes (see chart above), their
performance often conceals how the average stock
is performing.
There was significant selling going on the last half of
the year. At one point in early- December, 486 of the
500 S&P companies had fallen over -20% from their
recent highs. And in the absolutely dominant Nasdaq
100 index—a heavily- tracked large cap growth index—
37 of its component companies had fallen into a bear
market (-20%) just after Thanksgiving.

Speculative Trade Stumbles

◆

Appetite for speculative stocks peaked in February and
has only sold off since then.

In addition to this weakness, last year's recovery
trade broke down in the second half. Optimistic
investors bid up the beneficiaries of an anticipated
early, hot economic cycle: small and value stocks.
But the trade fell apart as new coronavirus variants,
Delta and Omicron, popped up and dashed hopes of
a quicker recovery.

Speculative Growth Trade Peaks, Reverses

The chart below showing the Value Line Geometric
Index of all domestic stocks shows that returns in
2021 were front-loaded. This index gives equal weight to
all stocks and provides a more accurate picture of how
the average stock is performing. Participation in the
ongoing rally deteriorated to such an extent that the
index did nothing but tread water and sink through the
end of the year. Not only did the new coronavirus
variants damper expectations of economic growth,
but investors were also coming to terms with the
highest persistent inflation since 1982

8 Stocks are 30% of the S&P 500

S&P 500 (black) vs. Value Line Geometric Index (blue)
The Value line index is an equal weight index of all domestic
stocks.

S&P 500 Index Consolidation
• Fewer massive stocks are making up a bigger
percentage of the index.
• The so-called "Magnificent 8" stocks (Google, Amazon,
Apple, Facebook, Microsok, Netflix, Nvidia, and Tesla) now
make up 30% of the S&P 500.
• Movement in just these 8 stocks can tend to conceal
underperformance in the rest of the index.

We can see that there was significant
weakness below the surface.
From the Value Line's peak in June to
December, it lost 2%.
Source:
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find below our expectations for the market’s reactions
and how our tactical portfolio management will help
to guide us through this new inflationary era.

Inflation & Rising Interest Rates
The Federal Reserve finally stopped using the word
“transitory” to describe inflation in late- November.
Chairman Jerome Powell insisted they had been
misunderstood; that when the Fed said inflation was
transitory it wasn’t in the literal, dictionary sense of the
term, but that 2021’s rising prices, “won’t leave a
permanent mark in the form of higher inflation.” OK. We
think the Fed’s wish here was father to the thought. Even
if we exclude the segments of the economy uniquely
affected by the pandemic—airlines, hotels, used cars—
prices are rising across the board for both goods and
services.

First and foremost, the prospect of rising rates is going to
shake up the stock market. Remember that the market
is always forward-looking; investors attempt to price-in
what they expect will occur so rate- related volatility will
arrive before any rate hikes do. We just came off a year
where the biggest drawdown was just -5%, so
pronounced market movement will feel unsettling.
However, it is important to keep in mind that the
average intra-year dip for the stock market is -14%.
Turbulence and market corrections are the rule—calm
markets are the exception.
How We Respond
• Our portfolio management system helps to navigate
through these choppy markets and closely monitor
the risk associated with them.
• As volatility and risk increase, our system is prepared
to reduce equity exposure and increase cash positions
in order to protect principal.
• The quantitative system that we use closely
examines underlying price movement to detect both
opportunities to allocate to productive assets and
turbulent periods where taking defensive positions is
the appropriate course of action.

Now convinced that inflation is something more than
transitory, Powell and the Fed have laid out steps to start
fighting it. As stated above, the monthly bond-buying is
due to end in March at which time we can expect the
Fed to hike interest rates for the first time since 2018.
Many expect at least four rate hikes this year and
anticipate even more. We view this monetary “tightening”
as a good thing, as a gradual move toward normality.
Zero interest rates and artificially depressed yields
distort markets and the sooner we move away from
these policies the better for the economy and the stock
market in the long run. Undoubtedly, inflation and the
Fed’s efforts to tame it will be the primary movers of the
market for at least the first half of this year.

S&P 500 Performance (bars) and Rate Hikes (red line)
Last round of rate hikes did not significantly detract
from stock performance.

The Fed has not hiked interest rates in the face of rising
inflation in 40 years. For 170 million Americans (those
born after 1981) this is uncharted territory. Given this,
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2. Rotation (?)
Inflation & Rising Interest Rates
Rising interest rates are most painful for growth
stocks. As their name implies, these assets have the
potential for outsize earnings at some point in the future.
Because of this they tend to be less appealing to
investors when current interest rates are rising
(higher current rates make high future valuations less
justifiable) and when value stocks are producing earnings
right now. Value’s rise last year proved to be a false start.
With rates now certain to rise and with a growing
economy, 2022 may see a more durable rotation in
favor of value stocks.

2022 will be a battle to persevere through short term
volatility until the market adapts to the new normal.
Rising interest rates are a step toward normalization and
the stock market, as we hope to have shown them in
stride.
The recovery we all have been expecting to arrive since
the end of the lockdowns nearly two years ago still has
not been fully realized. The economy is growing though
inflation is eating away the expansion. Employment is
full, but a large part of the reason for this is that so many
people have up and left the workforce. We have gridlock
again in Washington that will help to avoid major
legislation, but the President and his regulatory agencies
have not shielded away from imposing burdensome rules
on businesses just trying to flourish amidst the pandemic
confusion
Caveats aside we are optimistic for the long-term
prospects for the economy. America's companies are the
most dynamic and innovative in the world. There is a
reason that our economy is 50% bigger than China's even
though China has four times our population. If not held
back by the state, Americans will adapt and innovate
around the current demand-supply imbalance and
inflation will subside. Meantime, we have the tools to
enable us to handle the anticipated volatility of a market
in transition and are prepared for the rest of the year

We do not expect bonds to be a productive asset class
for investors going forward. Because yields and prices
move in opposite directions and yields are marching
higher, bond prices are only going to decline. And while
yields are rising, they are not going to rise high enough to
become a compelling option for income-focused investors
(the 10-year Treasury bond yield still sits under 2%).
How We Respond
• Our portfolios contain a diverse collection of carefully
chosen investment options that can provide opportunity
to engage with markets in many types of environments.
• The portfolio management system is focused on what the
market is doing right now. Analysis of current price
movement will govern whether to participate— and in
which particular asset class—so as to achieve
appreciation or get defensive in order to preserve
capital.

Tech's Response to Rate Hikes

◆ The growth in the tech sector is seen as among the
most sensitive to interest rate hikes.
◆ Historically, as shown here, the sector
experiences volatility and de- clines in
anticipation of rate hikes.
◆ However, note that after the actual initial rate
hike, technology stocks have risen.
◆ It's the initial repricing, the uncertainty, that
leads to the sell-off. We are seeing the same thing
so far in 2022.
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◊

Performance Disclaimer

◊
No investment strategy or methodology can
guarantee profits or protect against losses.

◊

Investment risk is inherent in every individual portfolio and
no computer model or modeling program used or relied
upon in making investment choices for a portfolio can
eliminate risk.

◊
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